ABSTRACT. Necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained for extending the involution of a Baer »-ring to its maximal ring of quotients.
1. Introduction. J.-E. Roos has noted [9, pp. A122-A123] that if A is a finite Baer *-ring satisfying the (EP)-axiom and the (SR)-axiom (this and other terminology is explained in §2 below), then the involution of A can be extended to its maximal ring of quotients, and if A is an A W *-algebra, its maximal ring of quotients can then be identified with its regular ring. We are thus led to pose the following problem: Determine conditions on a Baer *-ring which make its involution extendible to its maximal ring of quotients in such a way that the maximal ring of quotients can be identified with the regular ring.
Our approach to this problem is as follows. We first obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the involution of a Baer »-ring to be extendible to its maximal (right) ring of quotients, viz. that it satisfy Utumi's condition: Every nonzero right ideal whose left annihilator is zero is large. We then obtain sufficient conditions for a Baer *-ring to satisfy this condition-one formulation is that it be finite, satisfy LP ~ RP (note that this much is required just to define the regular ring) and the (WEP)-axiom, and have a 2-proper involution (this and a great deal more was assumed by Berberian to establish regularity of the regular ring). Finally, we generalize the construction of the regular ring, obtaining regularity through an identification with the maximal ring of quotients (all of which requires only the above-mentioned hypotheses). (2.2) Theorem [Utumi] . Q is a maximal right ring of quotients of A in the following sense: Q > A, and if B > A, then B can be embedded in Q over A.
Since Q is clearly unique up to isomorphism over A, we shall refer to it as the maximal right ring of quotients of A. Left rings of quotients and Qx, the maximal left ring of quotients of A, are defined similarly. A two-sided ring of quotients of A is a ring B which is both a left and a right ring of quotients of A with respect to the same embedding.
We write R(S) for the right annihilator of a subset S of A, i.e., We write .4 for the set of projections in A, i.e., A = {e G A: e2 = e = e*}.
If, for some x G A, there exists e G A such that /?({*}) = (1 -e).4, then e is unique and is called the right projection of x; we write e = RP(x). RP(jc) is the minimal projection in A such that xRP(» = x (here e < / means ef = e = fe). The left projection of x is defined similarly and is denoted (when it exists) by LP(x). A partial isometry in A is an element w such that w = ww*w. e, f G A are equivalent, e ~ /, if there exists a partial isometry w such that w*w = e and ww* = f, e is then called the inifúz/ and / the final projection of w. e, f G A axe orthogonal if ef = 0. Partial isometries in A are said to be addable in A if, whenever (wt) is a family of partial isometries in A with orthogonal initial projections (et) and orthogonal final projections (fL), there exists a partial isometry w in A whose initial projection is sup et and whose final projection is sup fL, such that wet = wt = /wt. .4 is /wife if e ~ 1 implies e = I; A is strongly finite if xy = 1 implies .yx = 1. We say that A has an n-proper involution if xxx\* +• • • + x"x* = 0 implies xx = •••-*"-0.
We will consider the following axioms on *-rings (recall that the commutant of a subset S of A is the set S' = [a G A: sa = as for all s G 5}; the commutant of S' is denoted simply 5"): LP ~ RP. For every x G A, LP(x) ~ RP(x).
(WEP)-Axiom. For every nonzero x G A, there exists y G {x**}" such that 0 =£ x*jcy*.y G A.
(EP)-Axiom. For every nonzero x G A, there exists y G {x*x}" such that y = y* and 0 =£ x*xy2 G A.
(SR)-Axiom. For every xGA, there exists r G {x *x}" such that r = r * and x*x = r2.
A Rickart *-ring is a *-ring A in which every element has both a left and a right projection. In such a ring, A is a lattice; if it is complete, A is called a Baer *-ring. A Rickart *-ring has a unity element and a 1-proper involution [2, p. 13] ; furthermore, it is easy to see that its singular ideal is zero. Proof. If * and * are involutions on Q extending that of A, then the mapping x t->■ x** is a ring endomorphism of Q leaving A elementwise fixed. Thus, x = x*# by (2.1), and hence x# = x*. Suppose now that Q isa two-sided ring of quotients of A, and for each x G Q, set Ix = {a G A : a*x G A} and 6x(a) = (a*x)*, a G Ix. Then Ix G D(A) and 6X G F(A); hence, we may define a mapping * on Q which extends the involution of A by putting x* = A 8X. To show that this mapping is an involution for Q, fix x, y G Q. This proves one implication; the converse follows from the following more general (and obvious) fact: a ring of quotients of A having an involution extending that of A is a two-sided ring of quotients of A. The statements for rings with zero singular ideal are evident from (3.1).
The next result will enable us to apply (3.2) to Baer *-rings. // A is a Baer *-ring whose involution is extendible to Q (Le., if A satisfies UtumVs condition), then Q isa regular Baer *-ringwith no new projections; in particular, Q and A are strongly finite.
Proof. A regular Baer *-ring is strongly finite [6, p. 532] . We now determine a large class of Baer *-rings which satisfy Utumi's condition: (3.6) Theorem. A Baer *-ring A satisfies UtumVs condition if (i) A is an upper continuous lattice (i.e., ea t e implies ea n/teD/), (ii) the involution of A is 2-proper, and (hi) for each x G A, the principal right ideal xA contains an orthogonal family (ea) of projections with sup ea = LP(x).
Proof. Let / be a right ideal with /,(/) = 0 and let / be any nonzero right ideal; we must show that / n / # 0. Since / contains a nonzero projection /, it suffices to find a projection e G / such that efl/#0. 4. The ring of closed right operators. For the remainder of the paper, we assume that A is a finite Baer *-ring satisfying LP ~ RP. In this section, we extend A to a ring which may, under very mild hypotheses, be identified with the maximal ring of quotients of A. In the next section, we will show that if A also satisfies Utumi's condition, then this ring is the regular ring of A.
A family (ea)ae/ in A, indexed by an increasingly directed set /, is called a strongly dense domain in A (briefly, an SDD). If (ea)aeI and (fß)ß^j are SDD's, then so is (ea n fß)(a<ß)&iy.j with the product ordering of indices: (a', where, following Berberian, we write x-1(e) = 1 -RP[(1 -e)x] (thus x_1(e) is the largest projection g such that exg = xg). The peculiar definition of multiplication is necessitated by the fact that (xayß, ea D fß) is not in general an RO. It will require a considerable amount of work to legitimatize this definition; in contrast, things are quite simple for addition, and we omit further details. (4.3) Lemma. Let (xa, ea) be an RO and let (gaß) be an SDD whose index set is the direct product of the index set for (xa, ea) with some increasingly directed set (indexed by ß), having the property that gaß < ea for all a, ß Then (xaß, gaß) is an RO equivalent to (xa, ea), where xaß = xa for all a.
Proof. Straightforward calculation.
(4.4) Lemma. // (ea) is an SDD and (yß, fß) an RO, then gaß = fß n yßl(ea) defines an SDD (gaß) (with the product index set). Hence, if (xa, ea) is an RO, so is (xayß, fß n yß1(ea)).
Proof. It is not hard to see that gaß t. {Note that if ß' > ß, then fß> n y^K) > fß n yjl(ea) follows from the fact that eayßl[fß n y^(ea)] = yß'lfß n y~ß~l(ea)] and the maximality property of y~ß~}(ea)) By (4.5) Lemma. // (xa, ea) = (ry, gy) and (yß, fß) = (s6, hs), then (xa, ea)(yß, fß) = (ry, gy)(s¡¡, hs).
Proof. The formula
Kßys -[fß n y~ß\ea)] n [K n se1 M n s-61(ea n gy) defines an SDD with the product ordering of indices. Indeed, for fixed ß, 5, we have ea n gy t 1, y~ßx(ea) t 1, s^x(gy) 11, and s^(ea n g7) t 1 as (a, 7) t; therefore, SUP Kßys =sup{(/p n i) n (nô n i) n 1} = i. Now put uaßy5 = xayß and vaßyS = rys6. Then by (4.3), (uaßyS,kaßy6) is an RO equivalent to (xayß, fß n yß*(ea)) and (üaf?7s> *<*/37fi) is an R0 equivalent to (rys6, hs n Sg*(¿?7)); thus, it suffices to show that (uaßy8,kaßyS)
-(Paßy6>k*ßy8)-But "aßyS^aßyS = xayß(fß H h&)kaßy6 = XaS5(/^ H h6)kaßyS = ^a5«5«1^ n ^7)*aß76 = *a(ea ° #7)s6 «ê'i6« ° Zy)k<*ßy& = r7(ea n£7)s6s6 (ea n £s)*a/378 = rysSkaßyS =vaßySkaßyS-As noted earlier, things are much simpler when the index sets are the same: and it suffices to note that zaßgaß = xaya^a(3 for all a, ß. It remains to show that V is a bijection. By (2.2) and (4.7), there exists a monomorphism $: C-»-Q such that 4>(a) = a for all a€4. Since Qty is a ring endomorphism of Q whose restriction to A is the identity, «Êty is the identity map on Q by (2.1). Similarly, ty<ï> is the identity map on C; in particular, ^ is a bijection.
A *-ring is said to contain sufficiently many projections if each of its nonzero one-sided ideals contains a nonzero projection. Finally, A is embedded in Cx by identifying a with [l,a].
The final result of this section will be used in §5. An operator for A is a family of pairs {xQ, ea} suchthat (ea) is an SDD and (xa, ea), (x*, ea) ate RO's. Two operators {xa, ea}, {yß, fß} are equivalent, {xa, ea} = {yß, fß}, if (xa, ea) = (yß, fß) and (x*, ea) = (y^,fß); equivalently (cf. [3, p. 219]), if (xa, ea) = (yß, fß) (thus, two operators which are equivalent as RO's are also equivalent as operators; we express this by saying that, in testing for equivalence, adjoints take care of themselves). The relation = is, of course, an equivalence relation; we write <xa, ea) for the equivalence class of {xa, ea} and call it a closed operator (CO) for A. The set of all CO's will be denoted by C, and we embed A in C by identifying a with the CO <a, 1>, indexed by a singleton. We define ring operations and an involution on C (extending that of A) as follows:
Of«. ea> + <yß, fß) = (xa + yß, ea n fß); Proof. Since adjoints take care of themselves, ^f is injective. The only other nonobvious point is surjectivity. But, C =A Q =A Qx =A Cx by (3.2) and (4.10); let 4> be an isomorphism of C onto Cx over A. Suppose x = [xa, ej G Cp; we will define a CO z such that ^(z) = x. Writing [fß, yß] for the LO <i>(x), we have by (4.8) and its dual, . Since (2) and (3) above are straightforward, it will suffice to show that A contains no new unitaries. Suppose, then, that u = <xa, ea) is unitary. Since u*u -1, there exists an SDD (fa) such that {x*xa, /a} s {1, 1}; thus, (x*xa)(fa n 1) = l(fa n 1) for all a; changing notation (and noting that ti = <xa, ea) = <xa, ea f"l /a>), we may assume that x*xaea = ea for all a.
By (4.11), M = U eaA is a large right ideal in A; therefore (see the proof of (4.10)), M contains an orthogonal family (fp) of projections with supj£ = l. We define an SDD (ha) by setting ha = sup {fp: f <ea}. Now, for each p, put vp = xafp, where a is any index such that ea >/p. For further details, the reader is referred to [8] , which also contains background source material in two appendices.
Added in proof. In March, 1974, the author received a preprint of an article by Izidor Hafner, containing some of the same results as this paper.
